Supplementary Information, Hattab and Nattkemper. 2018. SeeVis -3D space-time cube rendering for visualization of microfluidics image data.
Remarks: The visualization displays a particle in the form of a spot that scales with the view (see functions.py, line 111 and lines 393--396). The spot size can be changed according to user preferences or image modalities. The spot size has been chosen such that the particle trajectory does not contain scattered spots and such that neighboring spots do not lead to visual occlusion. The preprocessing parameters as well as the particle paradigm are detailed in Hattab G, Wiesmann The space-time cube is displayed with azimuth = 0 degrees and elevation = 90 degrees and a xy grid for two different movies: (a) The white circles highlight imaging artifacts at the interface (e.g. noise) or in the medium. Consequently, these may impact the detection and tracking of cells and/or features. (b) The blue circle shows the colony of interest. Although the imaging system was automatically able to detect and follow the growth of the mother cell, this colony did grow at the edges of the microfluidics chamber. The microfluidics system employs a pump to sustain the growing bacteria by replenishing the medium. Due to the bacterial cells' size, it is possible to see cells escaping the chambers (gradient and flow) circulating in the microfluidics medium flow. Since the colony is close the the chamber's edge it is possible that such a scenario may impede tracking results. SeeVis may be used to quickly verify if the system needs adjustment before recording another movie in this experiment. The progeny mapping shows that this particular artifact was present throughout the whole movie. And that it might be beneficial to further invest time to investigate its source.
